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RELATIONSHIPG BETWEEN THE MORTGAGE INSTRRIENT,
THE DEMAND FOR HOUSING AND MORTGAGE CREDIT:

A REVIEW OF EMPIRICAL STUDIES

James Kearl
Ken Rosen
Ctaig Swan

I. INTRODUCTION

Tnis task of the study is concerned with reviewing the existing

literature in an attempt to understand how changes in the mortgage

instrument V70uld affect the demand for housing and the demand for mortgage

credit. As illustrated by the discussion in Task II, changing the mortgage

Instru-ient in response to inflationary factors can be expected to affect

the following aspects of housing finance,

1) interest rates

2) dcvmpavTiient requirements

3) amortization period

4) initial monthly pa>Tneiit (which in a conventional mortgage is

determined by 1-3)

5) time path of real payments.

Our survey of the literature has been structured to evaluate the

evidence about the impact of these parameters of the mortgage instriment

on the demand for housing or.d mortgage credit. Our discussion places

a heavy emphasis on econometric models of housing activity and the demand

for mortgage credit. This paper is organized as follows. The next section

of the paper presents a brief overviev? of the existing literature on the
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demand for housing and for mortgage credit. This discussion is designed

to introduce the reader to the literature and place work in a historical

context emphasizing major themes and conflicts.

Section III reviews the results of Task II and develops a general

framework for analyzing housing, and mortgage markets. This discussion is

necessary since much of the exlstinf^ literature lacks a cohesive theoretical

framework and does not deal directly with some of the proposed alterations

of the existing mortp;agc Instruments.

The fourth section presents a more detailed discussion of numerous

models with an emphasis on the effects of changes in those parameters of

the mortgage instrument which distinguish alternative possible instruneats

to finance housing, detailed in Task II. The penultimate section presents

a series of charts that offer schematics of the models surveyed as estimated.
,

and will hopefully serve as a source of comparison of structures. Both

housing models and models of mortgage demand are included.

The last section of the paper Is a bibliography of the relevant literature

with annotations for all t!ie major modeling efforts.

A. Short-run Vs. Long-run Behavior

Most of this literature is of relative recent vintage (within the last

fifteen years) and on housing and mortgage credit much of it is concerned with

explaining po3t-v;ar cycles as x^.easured by quarterly data, Tl-iere is thus

a heavy emphasis in the literature on explaining short-run behavior. Some

work, but by no means all, places the explanation of short-run behavior

squarely in a model with long-run stock equilibrium properties. Most

studies, however, concertrjite on short- run flows without earplicit treatment





of long run equilibrium considerations. This emphasis on the short-run

as opposed to the long-run has its advantages and disadvantages. A

major advantage is the general belief, supported by many of the studies

we have surveyed, that financial type variables and credit rationing

have their major impact on shoru-run flows. Taere is a train of

thought that holds that the long run stock demand for housing is primarily

a function of income, relative prices, the rental rate of housing services,

and the size and age-structure of tho population. Monetary policy and the

parameters of the mortgage instrument may have little, if any, impact on these

basic demand factors. However, adjustment of the stock, that is, how quickly

equilibrium is approached, does seem to be stronplv influenced by

monetary policy and the parameters of the mortgage instrument. Thus

a survey of this literature may prove useful in assessing possible

changes in the mortgage instrument.

A major disadvantage of the emphasis on short-run flows is the

consequent lack of attention paid to long-run implications. For

example, increases in the loan-to-value ratio are usually expected

to have a positive impact on the level of housino; starts and the demand

for mortgage credit. (For example see 35, ^3 ). What is ambiguous in most

studies is how long such a positive effect is expected to persist. The

higher flows will mtin a larger stock of both houses and of total mortgage

debt outstanding. Does the change in the Ican-to-value ratio mean that

there will be permanently larger stocks of houses and mortgages, or does

it mean that the economy reaches an unchanged stock equilibrium sooner?





Most short-run studies are not designed to answer this question.

The distinction between short-run and long-run behavior is an

important one to keep in mind. Proposed policv changes may well have effects

on both sorts of behavior. Care must be taken not to draw inferences about

long-run behavior from studies that are designed to capture mainly short-

term effects.

II. AiN OVERVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

A. Models of Long-Run Behavior

A major part of the literature on housing reflects a long hlotory

of debate concerned not with cyclical fluctuations in housing, but with

price and particularly Income elasticities of the deirand for housing

services. The demand for housing services is usually translated into

a derived demand for the stock of houses. Research was stimulated by the

findings of Crebler et al D2]of a remarkable decline in real capital

investment in housing despite changing financial positions and increasing

real income. Lee [48], Winger, Reid [62], Muth [61] and others, using both

cross section and time series data, have reported widely differing income

elasticities, ranging from .65 to 1.7. deLeeuw [j^y] has recently

attempted a reconciliation of these studies by analyzing carefully the

varying data used. deLeeuw has concluded the income elasticity of the

demand for housing is most likely in the .8-1.0 range - higher for owner

occupied than for rental housing. Tnis did not resolve the issue,

however, since Maisel et al
[ 54] have claimed that grouping of the data led to

an upward bias in the estimation of the income elasticity of demand.
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Thfcy conclude that the income elasticity of demand is aubstantially lower

most likely in the range of .62-.?.

This research effort on Income and renta] rate elasticities has concen-

trated primarily on long-run equilibrium impacts, where income and

rental rate chenges lead to a new, long run equilibrium in terms of

the stock of houses. Financial variables were generally not included

in these studies, certainly not the wealth of financial variables that

have appeared in recent econometric models of short run cycles in housing

starts. The implication of the absence of financial variables is that

they are not (or were not considered) important in the determination of the

long-run equilibrium.

It is important to note this distinction, since the subsequent

concentration of research on housing cycles tended to obscure the distinction

betwcni the long-run and short-run impacts of various economic variables. As

a result, the distinction betv.'een equilibrium responses and short-run adjust-

ment impacts has not always been clear.

B. Models of Cycles in Housing Investir.ent And/Or Housing Starts

Turning now to r.odels of cycles in housing invfestme-nt, Guttentag roo i

and Alberts
[ j ] were among the first researchers to emphasize the role

of mortgage credit in the housing cycle. The arguments were relatively

simple. Mortgages are a source of residual investment to many financial

institutions. During periods of tight credit conditions, there is not

much money for residual invcstiacnts . Consequently, the flow of

funds into the mortgage market falls off dramatically^ leading to higher

mortgage rates. Income effects on houslr.g demand are dominated by the





coat~of-credit effect. n.us the cycle in interest rates causes a cycle

in mortgage lending and home building.

A contributing factor to the abrupt changes in funds available

for mortgages could have been the fixed interest ceiling on goverr.ment

insured (FHA) or guaranteed (VA) mortgage loans. A number of "fixed-rate

theorists", 0..ttentagp3], Lewis, Smith [69 \ Schaef [63 ] . and

Crebler [29] advanced this argument. Alberta
[ 1 J argued that

discounting was an effective way to get around ceilings. In recent years,

the fixed rate theory has not enjoyed much popularity among researchers

as a major explanation of cycles although some elements of the fixed

rate view can be found in work by Brady [6 ] and Clauretie [13]. This

may be due, in part, to frequent ceiling changes in response to changing

interest rates.

Mai.el'8 studies for the Erookingc model [52J were some of the

earliest efforts at explicit modeling and estimation of postwar cycles

m home building. Maisel 's work emphasized demographic factors,

measured as household formation, as a basic determinant of demand. Short
cycles were seen as coming from the supply side as the result of an

inventory response by builders. Tl.. only financial variable appearing in
this work was the treasury bill rate. Subsequent work in this tradition
Is represented by Sparks [73] and Huang [35].

Subsequent work Ly Maisel and much of the recent work on housing
:vcles have emphasized the availability of mortgage credit as an important
determinant of home building in the short run. Implicit in much of this
work is the vi.. that the mortgage rate i. not a sufficient indicator of
the state of mortgage markets: that one .ay not be able to get a mortgage





loan at existing mortgage rates; that some form of credit rationing is

an Important element in housing markets in the short run.

In tha early 1960 's, in a review of the literature for the

Commission on Money and Credit, Grebler and Maisel [31], concluded:

"While these analyses differ on matters of eirphasls and
detail they egree In the conclusion that short-run
fluctuations in residential building have resulted mainly
from changes in financial conditions labeled
borrov.-ing, availability of mortgage funds, supply of

mortgage credit No matter how housing problems are

defined, credit has almost invariably been singled cut
as the key to the solution."

A decade later, after considerable research. Friend wrote [27],

"The greater impact of monetary stringency on housing than on
the rest of the economy apparently 1b due mainly to a capital
rationing effect, resulting from deficiencies in current

institutional arrangements for providing mortgage
credit; and probably also to an interest rate effect,
reflecting a greater Interest elasticity of housing
deraand than of dcmaud generally."

There are two major elements to the viev; that concantraue on

the importance of mortgage credit. One element is the importance of

mortgage credit to the purcliase of housing units. The other element

is the belief that !nor!:<;;age markets are often in disequilibrium and

that the mortgage rate is not a complete measure of the availability

of mortgage credit.

In his 1958 pap>-r, Maisel [51] speaks to the first point, the

importance of mortgage credit:

"The reasons for expecting monetary shifts to Influence
housing starts are clear. By its nature, monetary policy
should, in the first instance, affect those units whose
spending is highly dependent on either the cost or the
availability of credit. Among thefje groups, the degree





of impact will vary. The variations will depend on the
proportion of purchases made with credit, the amount of

credit required per unit of expenditure, the ability or
v/illingness to absorb higher interest rates, the
institutional character of the market, and the degree

to which traditional lenders are influenced by policy
changes. Housing ranks high in sensitivity to monetary
policy on all these covmts."

An emphasis on the availability of mortgage credit appears in a

number of studies in different forms. Brady [6,7] and Huang [35]

have included measures of loan-to-value ratios and amortization

periods in housing starts equations. A number of investigators have

Included some sort of quantity measure of mortgage supply or possible supply,

Kaisel [51J includes a m.easure of the inflow of funds to fiaancial

institutions and a measure of FN:>1A purchases. Sparks, [73] after some

substitution to eliminate a term for credit conditions, includes a

quantity measure of mortgage acquisitions and commitmente, Brady [ 7]

has used mortgage commitirents at life insurance companies as a determinant

of FHA and VA starts. In later work, Brady [ 8 ] uses FHLB advances to help

explain total starts. In Swan [76], the inflow of funds to savings

institutions is the prlrae determinant nf housing starts. The MPS [50]

model includes a variable measuring the change in mortgage coiumitQents

.

The Bcsworth-Duc-senberry [5] m.odel uses current and lagged ret

changes in the stock of r.ortgagcs. DRI [14] includes a measure of mortgage

commitments as well as changes in the stock of mortgages.

As detailed below the mortgage market of thfi MPS model is estimated
in a V7ay that allcv^s for possible disequilibrium and credit rationing.
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All of the above studies have added meaaures of credit availability

to essentially single equation explanations of housing starts. Other

work has atteiripted to estimate both demand and supply curves for houoing

starts. In one of che earliest efforts, Huang [35] includes rayj\. mortgage

purchases as a detenninant of the supply of VA starts. Savings flows at

S&L's and FHLB advances are seen as influencing the supply of conventional

starts. In more recent v;ork, Kearl £. Rosen [43] include the net charge in

total residential mortgages as a determinant of the supply of total starts.

In some interesting work, Fair [24] has developed a monthly model

of housing starts that not only includes savings flows as a determinant

of the supply of starts but also explicitly allows for market dlsfequilibriua

and the failure of the mortgage rate to always be a market clearing rate.

Swan [76] has followed up on Fair's original vork with a quarterly

disequilibrium model wi..h similar qualitative results.

A brief summary to much of this work is provided by Gramley [25] vho,

in summarizing a massive Federal Reserve Study of fluctuations in

residential construction notes:

"....observed short-run swings in housing starts over
the post-war period reflect principally the impact of
changes in financial variables on residential hcma-
building. This assertion has beccme an integral part
of the traditional wisdom...."

The general conclusion reached bv most of these studies was that

both cost and availability of credit are imr)ortant determinants of short-

run fluctuations in housing activity. A vocal dissenter to much of the
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tradltlon represented bv the preceding work is Meltzer [34]. He argues

that this conclusion Is almp]v wronp;.

"Public policy toward housing Is based on the conjecture
that the "availability" of mortgage credit is an L-nportant-
perhaps the most inportant-dctarmlnant of the demand for
housing. Policy appears to be misconceived. We have
found no evidence that the availability of the particular
type of credit has any Important or lasting effect on the
type of assets individuals acquire. If the housing r-.arket

is the market in which "availability matters" or matters
most, there appears to be very little if any enipirical
basis for the conjecture or the public policies based on it.'

A good deal of confusion surrounding Meltzer's position seems

to arise from a failure to distinguish between ehort-run adjustment

behavior and long-run equilibrium. Meltzer uses long time series of

annual data whereas most of the analysts mentioned above use post-war

k
quarterly data. It is unlikely that few, if any, of the researchers

who found evidence of credit rationing would argue that the availability

of mortgage credit would have a substantial impact on the long-rvin

equilibrium size of the housing stock. They are instead more concerned

with cyclical fluctuations and fee] that the availability of mortgage

credit is an important snort-run constraint.

See Sv7an [RO] for a detailed critique of Meltzer's major empirical effort,





f. Demand for Mortgage Credit

Most early post-war studies of mortgage markets emphasized the

supply of mortgage credit from financial institutions. Klaman's 1I3ZR

monograph [46] is a good example. Entitled The Po3tv;ar Residential

Mortgage Market , the study has a complete discussion of trends and

changes in the mortgage instrument including the composition of mortgages as

between type of mortgage and type of structure, the behavior of the major

mortgage lending Intermediaries, and the rise of mortgage companies. The

formal discussion of the demand for mortgage credit takes less than cne

page and emphasizes the strong pent up demand for housing following VJorld

War II.

Most formal modelling efforts of the demand for and supply of mortgages

date from the raid-sixties. Huang's 1966 study is the earliest included in

out discussion.

Almost all studies emphasize the demand for houses or liousing starts

as the major factor affecting th? demand for mortgage credit. This emphasis

is surely not surprising given traditional collateral requirements. The

studies we have surveyed differ as to whether they Include a measure of

the stock of housps or the flow of housing starts. These studies also

differ as to how tliey measure either the stock or the flow. In particular,

some studies include an explicit measure of the stock of houses or the

flow of housing starts. Other studies use only an Implicit measure of

housing by including terms such as Income and prices to represent the

basic demand for houses.
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The choice of an explicit or an implicit measure of housing activity

hns at least two implications. One Implication is the interpretation of

coefficients on other variables In !hc equation for the demand for

mortpage credit. Tor example, cons i Her the morCpagc rate. A change in

the mortgage rate will have a direct effect on the demand for mortgage

credit- Pe* example, consider the mortgage rate. A charigc in tl'.o

mortgage rate will have a direct ef^'ert on the demand for mortgage

credit as the change in the mortgage rate affects peoples' desired equity

position in houses. Note that this effect will occur with an unchanged

level of housing activity measured on either a stock or flow basis. In

addition, to the extent that the change In the mortgage rate affects

either the amount of homehuilding or tlie desired stock of houses, there

will be a further indirect effect on the demand for mortgage credit.

In models with an explicit measure of housing activity, the coefficient

on the mortgage rate measures only the direct effect of mortgage rates

on the demand for mortgages. (The indirect effect is already captured

in the explicit measure of housing activity.) In models with only

implicit measures - i.e. the basic determinants of housing activity

—

the coefficient on the mortgage rate captures both the direct and

indirect effects of the mortgage rate on the demand for mortgages.

There is a further implication of using an explicit or implicit

measure of housing activity. Implicit measures have tended to be

justified on the grounds that thev measure the desired amount of housing.

If credit rationing Is an important phenomena there may well be times

when the actual stock of bouses or amount of homebuildlng is less than

desired. Thus, while people want more housing and hence would like

more mortgage credit, they are unable to get m.ore housing and their





effective demand for inortp.aj^er pay well be reduced. This 7-ossible dls-

tlnrtion between desired ?ind effective demands vaifics the further

question of j^ossible d i seqiii 1 ibrium in mortgage markets and how one

allows for any disenui 1 ^hrium when estimating. Of the studies we have

surveyed only Jaffee [38] direrclv incorporates possible disequilibrium

into the specification of his model. Jaffee assumes that the mortgage

market is always characteri:^ed bv excess dem.and.

Virtually all the stvidies we have looled at use a measure of the

flow of mortr^ages as the dependent variable. Hov.'ever, some studies

use net flow data v?hlle others use gross flow data. Some studies use

data on total mortgage flows wiiile other studies disaggregate by either

type of structure

—

l-A family or multi-family—or by type o^ mortgage

—

T-K'

VA or conventional. Besides these data differences, onlv a few studies

—

Silber [65] Jaffee [38], and Data i^.esources [14]— are ^'crmulated in a

long run framev;ork with explicit long-run stock equilibrium implications.

All these studies include a measure o^" lagged stock of mortgages in a

partial adjustment framework. In the other studies the implications of

the cumulation of past flows does not play an explicit role in the

equations. These other iLudies do not include any measure of the lagged

*/
stock of mortgages.

-

The three studies formulated with explicit long run equilibrium

properties incli'.de either the stock of houses either explicitlv or

implicitly by the inclusion of the determinants of the demand for the

stock of houses. The other studies, V7hich do not have explicit long run

-'T'-.e precise role of the stock of mortgages in Huang's work [35] Is

difficult to sort out. IKiang's equations do include the lagged mortgage
stock. However, the lagged stock, appears in ratio form divided by the
total holdings of financial assets.
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equilibrlum properties are more varied as to how they treat the deiriar.d

for housing. In particular, some of those "flov/" nodels of the c^emand

for mortgage, credit include measures of the flow of housing activity

while other "flow" models of the demand for mortgage credit include

vnrJnbles that represent the demand for the stock of houses. The Flow-flow

models Include I'uang {3')] who uses the value of housing starts;

Sparks [73] who uses variables that dcrermine housing starts in his

model; and Kearl and '".osen [A3] wl;o use the number of housing starts.

The flow-stock models include Huang and Clauret^e [13] who use variables

tliat appear to represent the demand •"or the stock of houses in a

strictly flow mortgage demand equation.

Almost all studies have used the mortgage rate as the price variable

that affects the demand for mortgages. For models with an explicit

measure of housing activity the coefficient of the mortgage rate mar.sures

the direct ef^'ect of n^rtgage rates on the demand for mortgage credit

wliicli is in addition to any effect the nortgage rate might have on

*/
housinr, activity.- I"or models with an implicit measure of housing

activity, the coeffici"nt of the r.ortgage rate is meant to capture both the

direct activity. Only a fev; studies - Jaffee, Kearl and Rosen and DRI - include

other interest rates. All these models include some measure of the corporate

bond rate although the DRT model also includes a m.easure of rates paid

on deposits at savings institutions.

* Huang's work for the i^riend studv [35] is the one pancr that does not

include the mortgage rate in the mortgage demand eouation. The m.ortgage

rate does enter the eouation ^ndirectlv through its effects on housing

starts.





For most studios, the morteapc rate is the on.ly d f rect element of the

niortgaf'e instruipent 'hat is included. .laffee recognizes that other elements

of the mortgage contract vould be expected to influence the demand for mortgage

credit, but he does not include them in his equation citing negative

findings of earlier authors and possibly bad data. It is interesting that

Jaffco subsequently finds evidence of incomplete adjustment of mortgage

rates resulting in short-run credit rationing. It is possible that some or

all of this effect might have been caught by the inclusion of non rate

terms. Silbcr report ; ti>at ho attempted to include both the ]oan-to-value

rat 1(1 an.l the aruirt I /it ion ocilod. I'c says that nul t I col 1 Jnear i tv forced h-fm

to include only one t -rm. However, In his preferred equ.ation, estimated

by first differences, ncitlier term appears. Huang has experimented v/ith

both terms. His 1966 and 1967 studies use the change in the

amortization period. This variable is found to have a strong positive

impact in both studies. Huang's 1969 study uses a constructed variable

called per annum payment that is the quotient of the loan-to-value ratio

and the amortization period. Ihe coefficient for the per annum payment

is negative in all equations for FHA, VA and conventional mortgages. The

interpretation of this coefficient is a bit difficult as one would expect

that both terms in the ratio would have a positive impact on the demand

for mortgages.

The Clauretie study includes all three parameters of the mortgage

contract - the mortgage rate, the loan-to-value ratio and the amortization

period. Clauretie estimates equations for both net and gross mortgage flows.





for 1-4 family nnd multi-family mortgages and for conventional and

goverr.mont Insured inotlgages. The coefficients on the mortgage rate

terms always have the Ir expected sign - the mortgage rate coefficient is

negative and both thf Ican-to-value ratio and the amortization period

coefficients arc positive. The Clauretic study is potentially very

valuable for examining the impact of changes in mortgage terms. However,

there appears to be a basic misspecification in the Clacretie study that

raises some question about the interpretation of the effects of che

mortgage contract terms. All of Clauretie's equation deal with the flow

of mortgage credit. No measure of the stock of mortgages appears In any

equation, yet C]auretic's measures of housing demand - income, relative

prices and a population variable - are clearly related to the demand for

the stock of houses, not the flow of new houses. This misspecifIcation

is perhaps reflected in Clauretie's problems with these variables. They ars

frequently of the v/rong sign, statistically insignificant, or have been

dropped from an equation.
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Research and analysis of housing problems have rarely been

concerned with the nature of the r.ortgage Instrument, except for the

Interest rate characteristics, llie widespread use of government insured

or guaranteed mortgages after the Depression may have changed the risk of mort;

and consequently, the interest spread between rnortgi?ges and other debt

Instruments. However, basic qualitative features of the mortgages have

roinalned virtually unchanged, slncTe the use of the current mortgage

instrument began in the 1930 V..

Except for a possible link with the interest ceilings on government

backed mortgages, the relationship of the mortgage instrument and housing

cycles has not been investigated, lliis is probably due to the unchanged

characteristics of the instru^nent over the post-World VJar II period and

relatively low rates of inflation over the same period.

The current method of financing the acquisition of housing -

the long-term, fully amortized, level payment mortgage Is a product of

the Depression. Althou.gh savings and loan associations offered tnls type

of mortgage for some tin.e prior to the 1930 's, its general acceptance

wa^ facilitated by a series of government actions in the housing-mortgage

sector.*

The Home Owners' Loan Corporation, instituted in 193 3, was

created to refinance mort?,a^es in default and eventually did so for more

than one million home owners. Mortgages assumed by HOLC were converted

from straight (primarily 3-5 year) mortgages, to fully amortized lorns.

Following this action, the Federal Hoi sing Administration (FllA) was created.

FHA insured loans were also fully am.oi tised and had long-term maturities

Sec Thygerson [81] for :\ p'ore dctaili i History
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and relatively low do'vsTipayments • Later VA guaranteed loans vere offered

under essentially the same framework. Other lenders tended to follow

th!s mortgage form of fully amortized nortpagos. Over time both the length

of the amortization period and the loan-to-value ratio increased.

There Is .or.-.c notion tluit the movement toward fully amortized,

long-term mortgages In the 1930 's represented a substantial change for

housing. However, Grebler, et al [32], found that, at the end of the

1950 's, there had been no substantial changes in the growth of housing

stock since the turn of the century, despite the liberalized financing

arrangements.

These findings and other analysis have led a number of analysts

to suggest that financial variables other than the real rate of interest

have no Impact on t le demand for housing. Characteristics of the mortgage

inbLrunient Itself li.ive, to a large extent, been ignored. Therefore,

it is alleged that pure inflation induced changes in nominal interest

rates should have no effect on the demand for housing. This particular

view is presented again in a recent article by Arcelus and Meltzer [ 2 ]

:

"If market rates rise and are expected to remain
permanently at their new level as the result of an
Increase in the anticipated rate of long-run
inflation, there is no reason to believe that the
demand for bousing is peri..anently reduced .... [It is only]
at higher real rates [that] fewer houses are built." Perfect
adjustment to inflation should have, in this view, no impact
on the stock demand for housing."





Wlill( Mcltzcr has oTton arK'ied against the conventional wisdom,

his poHltlon on the neutrality of Inflation induced changes in nominal

Interest rates Is probably a fair statement of the current conventional

wisdom among eccnoinJsts.

However, with the current method of housing finance, there is

good reason to believe that inflation induced changes in the nominal rate

of Interest will have effects on housing demand. The conditions for

neutrality or no eflects would seem to be quite stringent.

We v/ould like to suggest that, at least over short periods of

time, both nominal and real interest rates are important determinants

of the demand for housing and that the time path of actual income, not

Just permanent income, also plays an important role. They apparently

do so, at least in part, because of the structure of the mortgage

instrument.

The relationship between these nominal variables and housing

is quite simple: the ratio of monthly nominal mortgage payments to

moithly nominal income at_ the time the mortgage contract is secured is a

key determinant of the mortgage size. To some degree this is the result

of constraints currently imposed on the mortgage contract by law,

tradition and market imperfection. However, the amount of monthly income

allocated to housing is also constrained by household choice.

*This section is based on Poole [25]. Examples have been freely
adopted from Tucker [S2j, McElhone and Cassidy [57], and Modlgliani [59].
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However, with infla ion and/or real grovTth in inco:::e, the real burden of

a home purchase is unevenly distributed over tiine. Tnis uneven

distribution of real payments may lead to distortions in the housing

market.

Ilomr purcii.isrs n.idi.' by vinnii'.er h(Hisc'ho1fls are often constrHined

or ol imin.iLcHl by Lh.'lr rtirrent income nnd V';e<:lth. F.stabHshed pavment-

to-incoinp ratios ( i >ist i tut loan 1 rulcs-o f-thumb) and dov/n payment rcouire-

monts may veil limi Llie amount o<" housing a voung housrb.old can purchase.

The resulting level payment stream of the traditional mortgage establishes

a time path of debt service tliat is at variance with most life cvcDe

Income paths. High transactions costs and imperfect information may

subsequently vjorlc ti lock this household into a particular dwelling unit.

This distortion persists unless Ihc household is willing and able to

engage in costlv "t radiiig-u]i" transac'"i ons. rouseholds, whose real

•"innncial position will, in fact, Improve over time, find that current

income constrains their ability to purchase as much housing as rheir

expected income might allow. F.von in a zero inflation world, current

income constraints ignore the general trends in product iv Ltv and life

cycle pb.enomena of rising incor.es in general and incomes r-'Vsing with

age in particular.

' Such consiuer^itions are presumably behind the recent Federal Home

Loan Bank Board ruling allying up to five years of interest only

payments by qualified borrowers.
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The problems deriving from a mortgage instrument that calle for

constant payments in the face of an increasing trend in income may well

be exacerbated by inflation. The existing mortgage instrument calls for

constant nominal payments. If nominal interest rates rise in the

expectation of future inflatioa, the conventional mortgage instrument will

call for higher nominal payments now and over the life of ne\7ly issued mortgages.

llo\ ever, it is only in the future thai; inflation v;ill deliver the higher

nominal income with which to make the higher nominal mortgage payments.

Households, whose real finincial position does not deteriorate, may find

th;it inflation makes it virtually impossible for them to purchase as

much housing as in a noa-inf lationary environment.

Inflation and the adjustment of nominal interst rates has other

effects on home buyers. To illustrate these effects, imagine the

purchase of a heme of some fixed cost with an associated mortgage in

both an inflationary and inflation-free world. The nominal nresenu discounted

value of the mortgage must be the same in both the inf l".tionary and

inflation-free worlds. Tne higher nominal interest rate in the

inflationary world, implies a higher discount factor for fiiture nominal

payments. 'Hie result is a higher initial pa>TTient, a higher initial

payment to income ratio and a faster accumulation of equity than in the

world of stable prices.

Tne. inflationary/ v.'orld cor.bines a constant nominal mortgage payment

stream with a continual rise in prices. Consequently, real mortgage

payiients decrease through time and will eventually fall below those of

the non-1nflntionarv wor],-'. As the hour.ei.old makes level nominal payments

with inflaf^id dollars, effective shortening o<= the mortgage contract may

well distort the household's housing decisions.





''1^2 " *1^2

* _ ^2^1 -^ ^1^2

(5)

^1^2 - ^1^2
(6)

We can depict the conditions (3) and (4) as two lines in a two-

dimensional graph. Suppose these are drawn as in Fig. 2, where the slope

of line (3) is steeper than that of line (4) (a2/b2 ^bj^/a^). In this case

the hostility levels of the two organizations converge to an equilibrium

point. This convergence can be shown by the following reasoning. If the

initial state of conflict can be described by point A (hostility of

dH
organization 1 is H, , that of organization 2 is H2) we have —~ )> 0«

dH, dH_ /
2 / 0.

dt ' dt

Namely, for organization 1, its hostility level at A is too low for the given

hostility level of organization 2. Organization 2, on the other hand,

regards its level of hostility at A Is too high for the hostility level

of organization 1. Therefore organization 1 tries to adjust by raising

its hostility level and organization 2 by lowering it. Therefore the

system tends to move to the state which can be represented by a point

south east of A. This move of the system will continue until the state of

the system is located north west of the both lines. At D, where the

trajectory and the line '^ = q cross, we have / 0,— ^ dt /
dt

?_ = 0. Therefore for organization 2, its level of hostility matches

dt

that of organization 1, whereas organization 1 still regards its hostility

level as too low for that of organization 2. Therefore organization 1

continues to expand its hostility while organization 2 is in an equilibrium
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The tilting effect caused by Inflation, results in a higher real

inifial p.iyiiipnt . F.v<>n though this real payment declines v;ith tiKe (in

n werltl wltli InMatli'n), It may he a considerable period before the real

|-)aymenl s fall hi-ldw the real leve] pa^'nients ihat woulti exist in a no

inflation world with the conventional mortgage instrument, where both

payment streams were financing the same sized initial mortgage.

This spread between the (declining) real jiayments in a world

with inflation and (level) real payments in a world with no inflation

creates a gap that persists until the declining real payments enuals

the real level payments of the no inflation environment. 1^ the

houseliold is to obtain the same mortgage in each world and allocate the

same proportion of its budget to housing, it m.ust finance this gap over

that time. Otherwise, it must either increase the proportion of income

allocated to housing (i'' possible) or reduce the amount of housing

purchased.

See Poole [25]
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Suppose a family budgeted 25% of its income to house payments.

With a modest 2% inl lation (5% nominal Interest) a $20,000 annual real

income and a 30 year mortgage, the family could afford a house priced

at $77,600 with no initial equity required. They could, of course,

afford even a tilghei priced home if any do\>m payment was m.ade. With the

67. Infl.iLlon lllusti itod above, the $77,600 home now requires 37.5% of

tlieir Jncomc for Inliial payments, although only 8% for the terminal

payment. To reduce the payments to equal those with a 2% inflation would

require a down pa>mient of one third of the mortgage value.

The forced equity buildup means that while, with a 5% mortgage in

15 years, A0% of the home value is ovTied by the household, with a 9%

mortgage, equity accumulation, in the same time period is 60% of the value

of the home.

Tucker notes that because of this phenomenon, the average

worker in 1973 can afford less housing in the new home market than he

could in 1965 despite an 11% real income difference. We are left with

the rather perverse result that a rising real income in an inflationary'

period may buv less housing services.

This phenomenon vould obviousl^' have nc impact i^ the gap could be

financed at the market interest rate. If it could be financed, the

household could le\/el the pavment stream or indeed create a payment

stream that v.^.ried through tine. The essence of the constraint is that

the gap cannot be financed. If there vere no such constraint, the supply

of funds will be sufficient only if lenders reinvest the difference between

the real and nominal return. Otherv/ise che real value of capital is not

maintained and the suaplv of funds will fall short of demand.*

.See Toole 1 z:)i .
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The preceding discussion strongly suggests that the demand for

houses may well be influenced by more than peirmanent income and/or net

worth, relative prices and real interest rates. In particular, during inflations

periods nominal inter^'St rates, through their effect on the stream of real

payments over time, vei-' liVelv to have an effect on the ability of a

segment of the population to buy a house.

WTiile there Is no clear cut way to model such factors, the earlier

dificusriion does suggest that things liVie the initial payments to income

and the faster buildup of equity arc important features and raay well affect

*
the ability of individuals to buy houses.

No study that we know of has reported attempts to measure the impact

of such variables as the ini tial-pavmcnt-to-- income ratio or some measure of the

tilt of the stream of real mortgage payments. Of course, these effects

oresurnHblv correlate soms';aat ..-ith move.T^.ents in things such as nomine.!

interest rates, loan-to-value ratios, amortization periods and housa

prices. Tno following tablei) and discussion present in more detail

implications from er.isting literature on the irapac': of some of these

parameters of the mortgage instrument.

If future incomes were knc^Ti with certainty and if capital markets were

perfect in the sense that individuals could borrow and lend at the mortgage

rate, and, in particular, if they could borrow against future income, then

there would be no prcblers with the level payment rr-ortgage. Individuals

could borrow on future income to finance their initial high mortgage

payments.
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A. Interest F.ate s

There is virtually unanimous agreement that increases in mortgage

rates reduce ' deir.and for mortgages and the number of housing starts.

Table I shows mortp.ape interest rate elasticities of housing starts.

A simple correlation between starts and mortgage rates might be sn

ambiguous sign. One the one hand, higher mortgage rates lower demand.

On the other hand, higher mortgage rates might increase the availability

of mortgage credit and thus increase starts. For investigators who

estimated demand and supply functions for starts. Table X reports only

demand elasticities. Other investigators have estimated soi^e sort

of reduced form relation. Their interest coefficients, while still negative

on balance, are some m.lxture of demand and supply effects. On balance,

the single equation elasticities estimates appear to be substantially

lower than the demand equation elasticities. It should also be noted

that some elasticities deal with a subset of total starts.

There are several channels through which mortgage rates might

affect the demand for housing starts. One effect is through a change

in the real mortgage rate, which would be expected to have a negative

impact. Another effect is through the impact on monthly payments.

Even if the real mortgage rate is unchanged, a higher nominal rate raises

mortgage pajnnents immediately and would be expected to reduce the

demand for starts. A third effect might work through an expectations effect.

Attempts to get elasticities for mortgage demand were less successful. Few
authors reported elasticities: onlv Huang [-°J published his data;
measurement units were often ambiguous.
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VThen the mortgage interest rate rises, ipdlviduals nn'oht postpone purchasing; a

house in the expectation of lower mortgage rates. To adequately model this

effect v.-ould require sme expression for expected future r.ortgaop. interest rates,

Few studies we have surveyed have made a systematic effect to

sort out these various effects. Almost all of the studies have used

simple nominal interest rates. Swan [80] mentions an unsuccessful

attempt to measure the real mortgage rate. He speculates that the failure

of the real rate to work properly is related to the question of the

financing gap, but does not pursue the point with any measure of the gap.

No other empirical study reports on any measure of a financing gap.
'

We conclude that while the exis ting literature overwhelmingly suggests the

negative impact of increas&s in noninal mortgage rates on the demand

for starts, it is impossible to disentangle that effect into its several

components.

There are other points to be taken into account when assessing

these interest rate elasticities. One is that most studies we have

surveyed do not have explicit long run eauilibrium properties. For example,

imagine that the interest rate falls. One x^zould expect the demand for

housing and hone building wcu].d increase. The. higher level of home building

will increase th.e stoc-. of houses above v.hat it othenvise would have

been, if it exceedr depreciation. As the stock of houses

It should also be mentioned that the precise massurement of a financing
gap would involve other variables besides the mortgage rate. The size of
the financing gap would hn related to the size of the loan, the maturity
of the loan and the rate of inflation.





approaches its new equilibrium one would expect the rate of home building

to decline. Any permanent effect of lower Interest rates on home building

would work ttirough the stock - depreciation of a larger stock - and through

population gro\,7th - new families would demand larger houses in response

to lower •interest rates. The mechanism we have described in the familiar

stock adjustment mechanisqj where the initial Response of the flow to a

change Is larger than its long run response. As mentioned before the

studies we have surveyed have concentrated on the flow of starts. Litile

attention has been given to long-run properties and most studies have

looked at the number of starts rather than the quantity of home building

(size or quality times number). When considering starts one would

imagine that the long run equilibrium number of units in the housing

stock is dominated by demographic factors. Tlie long-run influence of

Income, prices and interest rates would have to work through effects on

either household formation or the dem.aiid for second units.

There is also a simultaneous effect of changes in the price of

housing services on net household formation or, at least, households

occupying separate units- An incraase In rents can cause two or more

generations of unrelated individuals to share housing, the "doubling"

plienomenon, even though this possibility is usuallv not very attractive.

1 1' a higher level o*" incorric leads to more r'.obility and hence

a lilghcr turnovf-r in thr- housing stock, one might observe a larger

equilibrium level of v-'-./mt units and higher stock of houses. Similarly,

the use of housing units on a seasonal or occasional basis does not

aff">ct the number of h.^nsohcl ds , but does affect the number of available

vacancies and the stock.





Other appropr-intp chanjj;es In basic demand factors may lead to a

higher level of replncenicnt inv:-stirer.t and thus a higher level of starts

for nnv constant stock.

A second thing to keep in mind when looking at th3 elasticity

estimates Is the problem of possible disequilibrium in housing narkets. If,

as many observers believe, credit rationing is, at times, a real constraint

on home building, then some observations would not be expected to lie on

the demnnd curve. Inclusion of those points In estimation could bias

estimates of the elasticity upwards. Only if one somehow adjusted

these data points for the amount of rationing is the bias eliminated.

Investigators hav- different views ou the importance of rationing.

Those v/ho believe tliat rationing is important have included

different variables in an attempt to measure credit rationing. (IVo

models with explicit allov.-ance for rationing are Fair [23 J and,

following Fair, Swan [TGle'^air reports an interest rate elasticity

of -.59 while Swan reports an interest rate elasticity of -1.92. Fair used

monthly data while Swan used quarterly data. There is also some

difference in the data periods used for estimation.





A final thlnt^ to keep in mind, concerns one's vicT'/ of v:hat

determines housing starts. Scvp.ral nodels have an explicit structure

of demand and supply equations for housing starts. An alternative view

associated with V.'itCe and Tolev pnd Sidrausl--i investment models

conceives of .1 demand for housing in general, new and old, that in

conjunction with the existing stock, determines a price for houslnp.

Tne number of housing starts is basically determined by builders as

they compare the pi ice people are v.'ilxing to pay for housing with

their costs.

On this capital asset pricing view, chere is no separate demand

for housing starts. A housing starts equation would emphasize the

supply side and would include the price of houses. Alternatively

one could eliminate the price of houses explicitly from the equation

by Including both the detenninants of the stock demand as well as the

stock Itself.

The impact of credit rationing in such a model is usually seen

*
as affecting the supply of stiirts as builders cannou get commitments.

*
TrciliL rat ionin;', mighi ;W so affi-rt t!ic demand for the stock if Individuals
rind it excccd'ngJv difficult to obtain financing for units and thus lower
the price they arc .-, IJiJn^ to p.iy.
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Tlils view or Investment also implies that most studies of

housing starts have been misspecif led . To talk of the da-nand for

starts is clearly Inconsistent with the capital asset pricing view.

Particular starts equations might be better or worse approx^jnations

as they include good or bad proxies for the capital asset pricing model,

Tlie FMP model is the only one we have surveyed that is specified in

the spirit of the cipital asset pricing model
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V-OTl'.EP. MORTGAGE TEPMS

Other irortgat'e terms, whose impact on the demand for housing and/or

mortgage credit has beKo studied, are the loan-to-value ratio and

the amortization period. The evidence of the impact of these terms is

less extensive than that of Interest rates. The absence of such terms

from many models can be interpreted in several ways. Some investigators

simply did not consider these variables either because of the lack of data,

the beli'^f they were correlated with other included variables, or the

belief tliey were not important. Other investigators considered these

variables during their preliminary work, did not get statistically

significant results, and then elim.inated the variables from their discussion,

Still other investigators report on "unsuccessful" attempts to include such

variables.

With respect to 0\q loan-to-value retio, the existing estimates,

as shown in Table II , suggest a very strong response of housing

starts to the loan-to-value ratio. When the number of starts is the

dependent variable, elasticity estimates range from 1.18 to 5.61* • The

Lee [48] study which us^^.s the value rather than the number of starts

finds a substantially lower elasticity. However, the Lee study is the

only one that uses annual data. His data period runs from 1920-1941.

By "unsuccessful" is tneant a lack of statistical significance and/or
an unexpected sign. Tlrls use of "unsuccessful" is a bit misleading.
If a variable does not belong in an equation, the lack of statistical
significance should not ctrictly be considered a failure.

It should be noted that not all the elasticity estimates apply to
total starts, some apply only to a subset.
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A)l other studies use postwar quarterly data. If movements in the

loan -to-vnliic- ratio .iri' used to ration pe.ople out of the housing

market In the short run, It would not be surprising to find a much

larger response with quarterly data.

All t\\e empirira] estimates in Table IT report a positive impact

of the ]oan-to-value ratio on housing starts. Virtually sll investigators

have expected a positive impact although there are several possible ways

that changes in the lor.n-to-val ue ratio could affect the demand for units.

One can distinguish between a dovrnpayment effect and a monthly payments

effei t. Those two partial efforts would be expected to worV in opposite

dlrcotlons. The t(^t i] Impact oT a chan)',o )n 1 onn-to-val uo ratios would

thus he the siiif of t'lo two partial oTccts. Tlio finding of a positive

impact suggcst;s the dor.inance of the dovm-payments effect.

Lower loan-to -vr.lue ratios mean higher downnavments and may thus

eliminate families with little wealth from buying a house. Such an effect

might mean no-house-purchase or the purchase of a smaller house. Such

an effect migfit mean nc—house-purchase or the purchase o*" a smaller house.

The latter impact wouli' not mean a reduction in starts, only a reduction in

the average size of units started. 'Undoubtedly seme combination of effects

on both the nu::iber and size of units takes place for those fam.il ies who

are down payr.ent constr.rl;.-- J. Tiiis discussion also suggests chat a m.ore

appropriate v/ay to measure the impact: of loan-to-value ratios v;ould

include sor.'.e measure of the wealth of potential home buyers and the price

of houses.

The other way ch 'nv.O'-; in the loan-to-value ratio could affect

starts is through it; ef'^ecz on m.onthjv payments. Other things eoual.
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Invest IgaLor

TABLE I

:t of Nominal Tnterest Rates on Housing Starts

A - reported by. author

G - reported by W. Gibson in
"Protecting Homebui Id-".".,-;

from restrictive Crc-::.\t

Conditions", BPEA, 1973: 3, p.

E - Estimated

1956:3-1972:2

Brady

1960:3-197 :2

Brady

1960:3-197 -2

Arcelus-Meltzer

1915-/.0-AR-68 A

DRI

(old)

1961 :1-1973:? Q

Dependent
Variable
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TABLE I

T

The Effect of Other T.oan Parainf^ters on Housing Starts

Investigator Dependent
Variable

Loan
Parameter

Elasticity

Brady

1960:3 - 1970:2 Q

1960:3 - 1970:2 Q

Huang

1953:2 - 1965:4 Q

Conventionally financed
single family starts

All starts

FHA starts
(demand)

Loan-to-value

loan-to-value
amortization

2.54

loan-to-value 4.6

1.18^

Rosen

1962:4 - 1972:4 Q

Rosen-Kearl

1962:4 - 1972:4 Q

Single family starts
(demand)

All starts
(d em and

)

loan-to-value 5.61'

loan-to-value 2.37''"'

Lee

1920 - 1941 A

Value of Starts loan-to-value .855

mortgage rate -.111"

times amortization
period

A = reported by author

E = estimated
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.1 hi'lu-r l(i;in-to-vnl uc roti(> entails larj^er ir.onthly pavments. Larger

*
iimntlilv pavMicnts inav eliminate sumc potential buvers. This nonthly

p.ivment rfrert sup.t'est.s that hlj^hcr loan-to-value ratios would reduce

tiu> .-iniount of homebui Idinr, . Apain tlicre could be effects on either the

number of units, the size of units, or both. Oalv one studv, Iiuan^ [35]

has suRRested a ner-.ative impact of loan-to-value ratios on houslnp, activity.

lUianr, uses a variable called per annum payment (loan-to-value ratio divided

by the amortizaiion <eriod). He finds a negative relation between this

per annum payment variable and VA housing starts. All other studies v;e

have surveyed, and Ihjang's eauations for FI'A and conventionally financed

starts, report a nositive impact of increases in loan-to-value ratios on

hi>\ising nctivitv. V.'c tluis conclude that the down payment effect exceeds

tile i"on Lilly pnyiPcnts cffc^ct.

in a world witli perfect capital markets (see footnote, p 25 ) one v;ould

expect Lh.it for an individual both constraints of initial equltv and
niontlilv payments wi^uld be jointly binding or not binding. One would not
expect Lii.it only one constraint would be binding,. An individual with
loo nuicii weal til and too i it tie iuconu^ could borrow against his future
income and Increase iiis initial equity. Tn fact, capital markets are
ucU perfect. Thus some individuals may be constrained bv their low
initial wealth and other individuals may be constrained bv their low
income. However, tliere is a presumption that it is more difficult to

convert future income into current wealth than it is to convert current
vjealth into future income. Such a presumption suggests that the eouity
constraint may be the more important empirical phenomenon. This
expectation is also consistent with the observed positive impact of
increase in the loan-to-value ratio on housing activity.
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As with the mortgage rate, the interpretation of the empirical

results on loan-to-vaiue ratio? needs to recognize the lack of an

explJclt long-run equillbrluid model. Tlie Implications of possible

disequilibrium in housing markets may not be as serious for inter-

preting coefficients on the loan-to-value ratio. Some investigators

have argued that the ioan-to-value ratio is, In fact, one measure of

possible disequillbriun. Finally if the capital asset pricing vie\^7 is

correct, many starts equations may have been seriously m.is3pecif led.

'I'o briefly conclude the discussion of the loan-to-valuc ratio,

wf rind suggestive evidence of a substantial impact of the loan-to-value

ratio on housing starts.

Evidence on the Impact of amortization periods on housing starts

is more sparse than that for the loan-to-value ratio. Huang finds a

small positive elasticity while Lee finds a sm.all negative elasticity.

However, Lee enters the amortization period multiplicatively with the

mortgage rate, vihich makes the interpretation of his coefficient quite

difficult.* We conclud'? that In the existing literature there is some

suggestion of a smal L positive impact on housing starts of lengthening

the amortization period.

Unfortunately 'n's '^peci T i cation does not include the mortgage rate a.'

a separate variable if It had, Interpretation of this variable would
be possible.





With regard to the demand for mortgage credit, there is more

limited evidence of a positive impact of both the loan-to-value

ratio and the amortization period. Clauretie found large, positive

and significant coefficients for both variables. Huang is the only

other investigator to find any Impacts of the non-rate terms on the

(icm,uiil ti^r niortr.-i(U' <'r(Nljr. Ills oarlicr v;ork [35] finds a positive effect

nl cli.iiiKns In t.Iu> ,11110 rl iz.it i (in pc^rlod. Ills Inter work [35] has tho

IHMiili.ir v.-iri.il le incisuring per .mnuni p.iyments. Tliosc results Indicate

tli.iL Increases in the ] oan-to-va I ue ratio decrease the demand for mortgage

credit. Huanr, 's use of the per annum payment variable necessarily implies

tliat the loan-to-value ratio and the am.ortization period \<rill have effects

of opposite sign.

In the interpretation of this evidence one should distinguish

between the indirect effect of non-rate terms on mortgage demand through

their effect on starts and any additional direct effect on the demand

for mortgage credit. in the (Hauretie study, the non-rate terms have

to be measuring both effetts. However, other questions about the

specification of his equation suggest caution in interpreting his

results (see page 16 ). In Huang's earlier study the change in

the amortization period is also capturing both effects while in his

later study the per annum payments variable is measuring only any

additional effect. 'I'he equation already includes the value of new starts

which in turn are influenced by both non-rate terms. We conclude that

the existing literature offers only a limited suggestion of a direct

effect of non-rate terms on the demand for m.ortgages. The largest

effect would have to be derived from any impact on housing activity.
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VI - A COMPARISON OF MODEL STRUCTURES

Wi> have provi.led .schematics for overall comparison of model

structures and Included/cxcIudGd variables. The models are reported

as estimated . Those empirical studies examining starts are outlined

in Chart I. Those ex imining value of starts are in Chart II, Those

examining mortgage demand functions, most normalized on the mortgage

rate, are in Chart III.
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A Total financial assets
AMONT Amortizition period
C Construction costs

D Deposits in various thrift institutions
DUM Dummy variables
Flll.li KHLB advances
I'TJMA FNMA mortpage ac-qu Isit Ions

II Hous Ing starts
Hill" Household formation
IIS Stork ol iiousln^;

l,VK Loan value rat Id

M MortKaK^' flows

I' Price ol otli.-r ^•,oo(ls

I'll I'rlcf ol housinr.

1'

I

Price, Housing investment
FI^' rixpecteil inflation rate of liousing prices
POF_ Population variable
R Rent index

r^^^^ AAA bond rate

Commercial paper rate

Mortgage interest rate

Treasury bill rate

Saving flows

Monetary stringency variable
Subsidized starts

\IV Monetary base
Time
Unemplovment
Vacancy rates

Wage
Wealth

Disposable income

Permanent income

rCP

•^M

^TB

SAV

STRG

SUB

S/P,

T

U

VAC

W

Wl,

yO

Y?

Superscripts

:

D Demand
S Supply
VA, FHA, C Mortgage types

Subscripts

-i, ith Lagged value
m, aaa, cp

,

etc. Interest rate typt
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No reported estimations.

Arcelus, F. and A. H. Meltzer, "The Markets for Housing and Housing
^e-rvices.' Jo>ujnal_oL^oji.e^ Credit and Banking^
1973, pp. 78-99.

U important.
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tLiest rate not tU composition of credit is important.





Atkinson, L..1., "Long-term Influences Affecting the Volume of New Housing
Units," Survey of Curr ent Business , l^^f^rll, pp. 8-19

Extensive treatment of the relationship between general
demographic characteristics of the nation and household formation.
The author, very much in the spirit of Maisel's work, links house-
hold formations to housing starts.

4. Atkinson, L..I., "Taclors in the Housing Market," Survey of Current
Business, 1<'60:4, pp. 16-22.

Article examines demographic, income and short-run financial
impacts on housing.

Bosworth, B. and J.S. Duesenberry, "A Flow of Funds Model and Its Implica-
tions," Issues in Federal Debt Management , Boston, ILA: Federal
Reserve Bank of Boston, 1973, pp. 39-14'5.

The long run demand for mortgage funds is assumed dependent upon
the demand for the underlying caoital, housing units, and by portfolio
choices. New building contributes to mortgage demand directly and indirectly
through its effect on refinancing of old units. It is argued that most of

the fluctuations in home building result from fluctuations in the supply
of mortgage funds. Since builders expand activities when vacancies are
low and contract when vacancies are high, vacancies serve as a measure of
short run demand for niorl gages. A disequilibrium model is propoysd where
lenders adjust rates but not enough to clear the market, this change also
affected bv competing yields and savings flows. Lenders lend consistent
with their supply curve.

The model specifies an equation for the percentage change in the
stock of mortgages which is assum.ed to depend on vacancy rates, mortgage
and other market Interest rates and a time trend. The equation is not
estimated directly but is Bi'.bst itut ed into an equation representing the
adjustment of mortgage rates.

The residential construction function simnlv translates changes
in the mortgage stock to expenditures.

Changes in the real mortgag>" stock, changes in household formation,
changes in the spread between mortga,!;e and corporate bond rates, and a trend
are found to be important determinants of residential construction.





^- Br.-Kiv, E.A., "An Econometric Analvsls of the V.S. Residential Housing Market,"
in Na tional Housing Model s, R.B. Ricks, ed . , Lexington, MA: Lexington
Books, 1973.

7- Brady, l^.A. , "A Sectoral Kconometrlc Study of the Post-War Residential-Kousing
Market," Jou rnal of Politicnl Econorp.y , 1967, pp. 147-158.

S- Brady, E.A., "A SectoraJ Econometric Study of the Post-War Residential-Housing
Market: Replv," Journal of Political Economy , 1970, pp. 274-278.

Brady discussed an underlying structural model but no rigorous
derivation of estimated reduced forms is presented. Reduced form estima-
tion of housing starts functions disaggregated by type of financing, FHA,

VA, or conventional are examined. Variables are selected for the various
function.'; by explorations leading to the best fit.

In the 1967 v;ork, he hypothesizes that fixed interest ceilings
on FHA and VA Instruments have contributed to housing cycles. Estimation
over the 1952-1963 period by OLS finds loan-to-value ratios, anortization
period length, T^T^IMA acquisitions, a trend and a measure of monetary
stringence important determinant of starts.

Bradv argues that government and conventional financed sectors
of the housing market behave differently due to rigidity of government
insured mortgage rates.

The 1971 work, a varletv of -dependent variables are regressed on
the same variables as the 1967 work with the addition of construction
costs and FHLB advances. The cost variable has the wrong sign, however.

Brady finds Interest elasticities In the 1.0 to 2.8 range and
loan-to-value elasticities from ?.5 to 4.6. FHLB advances are also
important. He are.ues that convent lonallv financed and federally guaranteed
or insured markets differ a good deal, and conclude that the major short
run determinants of cycles are from the supply side of the market.

Brookings Quarterly Econonotrlc Model of the United States

See S. J. Maisel





10. Burns, Arthur F. , "Long Cvcles in Residential Construction," In Business
FlucLii. tt Ions, Growth, and Fconomlc Stab ilization, Clark and

Cohen leda .) , 1963.

Long cvcles derive from I ho varlah lllty of population, durability
of dwelling, and inimobilitv of dwellings and men.

"Cyclical fluctuations shake out the inefficient so actually may
benefit construction industry."

An interesting qualitative article speculating on the causes of

the long cvcle in c instruction.

No mention made of impact of financial variables on long cycles
of construction.

Caraphell, B.O., "long Swings in Residential Construction: The Post-Wsr
i;xperlon<e," AF. R Papers and Proceedings, 1963.

Long swings are essentially demographic in nature, si/e and age
composition <'l population are crucial. Mentions impact of federal mortgage
insurance progrims in contribution to upward shift in single family demand
during the post-war neriod. Explains discrepancy between starts and house-
hold formation on varying headship rates.

No model, or equations, concerned with non-financial determinants
of demand. Ignores financial factors when attempting to explain deviation
from expected starts from household formations.

^- Cassidy, H.J. and J. Valentini, "A Quarterly Econometric Model of the U.S.

Housing, Mortgage, and Deposit Markets," unpublished paper presented
at the l'^?2 Winter Meetings of the American Real Estate and Urban
Economics Association.

Households demand for housing services is determined by the implicit
rental (which differs fur owner-occupied and rental units and influences
the rent-buy decision) and permanent income. Comparing this demand vrith the
stock of housing determines vacancies. The authors postulate a demand for
new units based on the excess demand for the stock, mortgage interest rate
and change in mortgage rate. Supply of starts, normalized on prices,
is determined by uneri.plo\'ment , wage rate and prices in the construction
industry.





The Cassidv-Valentini Ttodel emphasizes a stock demand for mortgages.

The demand for the stock of mortgages depends on the mortgage rate, the

nominal value of the housing stock and permanent income. The equation is

estimate<l bv normalising on the mortgage rate and allowing for possible

disequilibrium by Including positive changes In the mortgage rate.

riauretif, T.M., "Interest Rates, the Business Demand for Funds, and the

Residential Mortgage Market: A Sectoral Econometric Study,"

Journal of finance , Decem.ber 1Q73, pp. 1313-1326.

Claurette attempts to test the degree to which business demand for

funds affect the supplv of mortgages in wavs not v;holely reflected by the

Interest rate.

Claurette presents a mortgage market model where the demand for

mortgages is assumed to depend on permanent income, the ratio of rent to

home ownership costs, the loan-to-value ratio, the average maturity of

mortgage contrat ts, the number of people aged 25-3A and the mortgage rate.

Numerous regressions are run with both net and gross changes in mortgages

as the dependent variable. The maturity measure and loan-to-value rate

always have a positive impact on the demand for mortgage.

Data Resources Model

The DRI model specifies the demand for mortgages in terms of an
equation for the mortgage rate. Variables entering the equation include
current and lagged corporate bond yields, the percentage change in FNMA
plus GNhU mortgage holdings, a weighted average of deposit rates at
savings and loan associations and mutual savings banks, and two variables
that are the ratio of mortgage acquisitions and the stock of mortgages to
residential construction plus a measure of capital gains on the existing
stock.

The DRI model is estimated on quarterly data availabilitv for
the particular function. A starts equation is estimated, which essentially
links starts plus mobile homes to real mortgage flows, real Interest rates,
and vacancy rates. Relationships, vacancy rates, mobile home shipments,
implicit price deflator, mortgage yield and mortgage flows are also
estimated

,





The stock, is- an important determinant of vacancy rates

along with household assets, population and unemployment rates.

The price equation depends upon variables outside of the housing

sector: employee compensation, price of gross product, and a

production index. Tin mortgage rate is functionally related to bond

yields, housing stock."^ , consumption expenditures on housing and mobile

homes, mortgage acquisitions and thrift institution deposit rates.

FNMA and <N'M^\ acquisitions enter the mortgage yield equation

soparatelv from i>iorrp,age acqu Lrd L ions hv other financial intermediaries.

No price «'r cost variable appear in the starts function.

l^ Dhrvmes, PJ and Taubman, FJ , "An Empirical Analysis of the Savings and

Loan Industry" in I Friend, ed
.

, Study of the Savings and Loan

Industry , Washignton, DC: Federal Home Loan Bank Board, 1969,

pp. 67-182.

Dhrymes and Taubman use data from a time series of cross sections of

S&L's for 1964-1966. Their data is then aggregated to SMSA averages. They
relate the demand for all new mortgages at S&L's to normal income per

capita, the amount of building activity is measured bv the value of permits,
the mortgage rate, the loan to value ratio, the lagged stock of mortgages
and the amount of repayments. Equations are estimated for western (California)
and non-western associations and including and excluding 1966. Dhrymes and

Taubman consider the results for western associations unreliable. Results
for non-western associations appear to be quite sensitive to the inclusion
or exclusion of 1966 as well as the use of a generalized least squares pro-
cedure designed to reduce some cross section biases.

16. Duesenberry, JS and Kistin, H, "The Role of Demand in Economic Structure,
in W. Leontief et al , Studies in the Structure of the American
Economy, ^TY Oxford U. Press. 1Q53.

The authors found an extremely low (.078) demand elasticity with
respect to price, real income constant.





17-doLeuuw, F. "The Demand for Housing: A Review of Cross-Section
Experience," Real Fstate Statistics , 1971

Revleu's the work of Mutl\, Reid, Lee and VJinger, and

concludes that the income elasticity is between .8-1.0. It tends

to be higher for owner occupied than for rental housing, lower for
non-whites and increases with household size.

Using data from the 1960 Census, deLeeuw estimates
renter iucoir.e elasticities between .8 and 1.0 and relative price
elasticities for renters in the .7 - 1,5 rar.ge.

?. deLeeuw, F. and N. Ekanem, "Income and the Cost of Rental Housing,

Working Paper 112:11, Urban Institute 1970.

Using data from a 1967 cross section and imposing demand

elasticities from earlier studies, the authors find elasticities
of supply with respect to per unit service (rental) between ,3 - .'

With respect to cost of capital inputs between -.5 to -.2, with

respect tc operating Inputs in the -.3 to -.1, range and with

respect to the number of households about 1.0.

deLeeuw, F. and N. Ekanem "Tims Lags in the Rental Housing Marke
Working Paper 112:19, Urban Institute 1970,

Using demand and supply elasticities from earlier studies,
this study investigates the dynamics of adjustment of the rental
market. The authors conduce that the annual speed of adjustment
for demand response to income and price change is .25, for rent
response to utilization of stock is ,40, for rent response to
costs is .10, and the supply response to profitability is, with
some uncertainty, in the .30 region.

deLeeuw, F. and E.M. Gramlich, "Tho Channels of Monetary Policy," Federal

Reserve Bu i let in, June 1*^69, pp. A 72-491

MPS Model, .ee J.H. Kalrhbrenner

,





21 Evan.--- , M.K. Macroeconcmlc Activity , New York: Harper & Row,
Publishers, 1969.

Quarterly model using value of residential investment is
estimated. Kvans argues that a good measure of credit tightness
Is the spread between short term and long term rates. The principal
determinant of long run housing demand is household formation.
Income is not viewed as an important long run determinant nor
are credit conditions, but these variables do affect short run
behavior: income affecting the value per start, interest spreads
as a measure of the residual nature of housing finance. Cycles are
primarily a supply phenomenon, resulting from the residual credit
and labor that is available to builders.

2. Ffijr, K.C. "niKequillbrlum in Housing Models", Journal of Finance ,

1972, pp. 207-221.

3. Fair, R.C. "Monthly Housing Starts", in National Housing Models ,

R.B. Ricks, ed., Lexington, Mass: Lexington Looks,

1973, pp. 69-84.

i. Fair, R.C. A Short-run Forecasting Model of the United States,

Chapter 8, Lexington, Mass: Lexington Books.

Fair develops a monthly structural modal of housing starts.
Only looks at the market for new houses and mortgages. Uses a

disequilibrium model in the sense that either on the demand or

supply (of funds) schedule, where the direction of interest rat?»

movements indicates which. Assumes that changes in the loan

value ratio are reflected by a secular trend (i.e. no cyclical
fluctuations). Theoretically specifies three sectors, demand for
mortgages (and asssimes is equivalent to demand for new houses), supply
of mortgage funds, and supply of houses by builders. In estimation
eliminates the latter.

The demand fcr housing starts is a function of time (population
plus income), stock of houses and houses under construction, mortgage
interest rate lagged two months, and seasonal factors. Tne supply
of funds is a function of deposit flows into thrift institutions,
advances of FHL3, seasonal factors, and the mortgage rate lagged
one month.

The model is estimated on monthly data, from 1959:6 to

1969:11, using the 2SLS disequilibrium technique described by Fair
and Jaf fee (Econcmetrica , 1972) .





25. Fecral Reserve Staff Studv: Ways to Moderate Fluctuations in Housing
Construction; Board of Governors of Federal Resarve System,
Decem!)er 1972

26. Flo of Funds Model (See Bosworth and Duesenberry)

27. Fried, F., Study ol Savings and Loan Industry, FHLBB , Washington,
July 19fi^, A volumes

28. Gelsl, M. , "A Survey of Time Series and Cross-Section Studies of Housing,"
unpubJished paper, Carnegie-Mellon University, 1971.

Ceisel su^'gests, in support of deLeeuw, that income elasticity
is aproxlmatelv one.

9. Grebir, Leo, "Housing Issues in Economic Stabilization," NBER Occasional
Paper, 72, I960.

"Given Long-run demand and supply forces favorable to residential
bulldng, short i"un cvcles in housing construction were associated for the
most art with changes in the supply of mortgage funds and credit terms,
whlchin turn were greatJv influenced by the level of total economic
actlvtv. When rhat level was rising and high, the exnanded demand for
fundshy business, whirt. is relntivelv insensitive to increased cost of borrov
Ing tndi'd to reduce the availability of funds for housing, which is highly
sensiiv(> to changes in cost of borrowing."

FHA-VA fixed rates contribute to housing cvcles.

30. Greblc, Leo, "Stabilizing Residential Construction - A Review of the
Postwar Test,'' .Air.erican Economic Review , 19^9.

Emphasizes rolp of liberalized credit terms, downpa\Tiient , interest
rates, md amortization period in creating housing boom.

Mentions that effects of liberal credit stimulating demand may
lead t( price increases which wine out much of the expected gain from
libera! credit.

The post-war period saw large price increases.





Grebler, L. anil S. riilsel. "Determinants of Residential Construction:
A Review oi Present Knowledge." Impacts of MonsCaiy Policy ,

Commission on Money and Credit

j

(Prentice-Hall, Englewood
Cliffs, N..I.), 1<563

Grebler, L., Blank, D.M., Winnick, L. Capital Fonration In

Residential Real Estate (Princeton U. Press, 1956).

Found a marked retardation in the rate of growth of

residential c^mstruction and in the real capital investment per
new dwelling unit despite changing financial positions and

Increasing re.il income over the 1890-1950 period. Claimed to show a

15% decline ii; the average value of a unit of stock, a 36% decline in th«

average values of new units while the stock climbed only 7% in value.

3. Guttentag, J, "The Short Cycle in Residential Construction, 1946-59,

AER, 1961, pp. 275-98.

Emphasizes the central role of mortgage credit In the short
cycle in residential construction. This qualitative analysis
examines the relations between construction and mortgage yields,
mortgage terms and Federal influences in the market.

Since other demand factors do not change much in the
short run, i.e. income, demographic, and relative prices,
availability and prl.e of credit is perceived as crucial in explaining
short run cycles.

He argues "the volum.e of mortgage credit is a sort of
residual, in that home buyers can obtain only that volume of credit
which remains after more volatile and persistent demands of
corporations have been satisfied." He also suggests that the
Importance of FtlA-VA ceilings in determining mortgage flow have been
over emphasized. Finally he suggests that FNliA has tended to mitigate
cycles due to its sticky mortgage purchase prices.





KouRlng and Monetary Policy Conference Series No. 4, The Federal Reserve
Bank of Boston, October 1970.

35 . Huang, D.S. "Effects of Different Credit Policies on Housing

Demand," Study of the Savint^s and Loan Industry . Vol. Ill,

I. Friend, ed .
, Washington: Federal Hona Loan Bank Board, 1969.

Develops a supply-demand structural model of both the mortgage

and housing markets. Disaggregates by three sectors: FHA, VA, and con-

ventional sector. "It is well recognized in the financial market

that the supply of mortgage credit has a controlling influence over

housing starts, and it may be said that the direction of causation here

is generally accepted as from mortgage credit supply to housing

starts ."

Estimates demand and supply for starts in terms of units si'A

dollar value for the three sectors. Also estimates the demand for and

supply of mortgage funds.

He estimates his model by OLS on quarterly data from 1953:2

to 1955:4. A number of financial variables, such as interest races,

loan-to-value ratio, interest rate ceilings, and savings flows

are used, although he selects the actual variable in each function

by experimentation.

Huang finds that loan-to-value ratios are consistently

important determinants of flow demand of new housing units. Average

maturity lengths were not found significant nor percentage of

loan paid per year except for VA guaranteed homes. Mortgage

interest rates were found to be not significant but household formation

and a debt term were significant.

FNMA and FHLB were important in appropriate supply functions

and yields and yield spreads are predominant in influencing mortgage

flows.

The demand for mortgages (gross borrowings) is assumed to derive

from the value of housing starts, the change in the ratio of mortgage debt

to total financial asset? and the "proportion of mortgage loans payable per

annum" (loan-to-value ratio divided bv the maturity).

Enuations are estimated bv the type of mortgage - FHA, VA, conven-
tional. The value of starts has a positive effect while the ratio of mortgage
debt to financial assets and the proportion variable both have negative effects,





36. Huang, D.S., "The Short-Run Flows of Non-farm Residential Mortgage Credit,

Econometric s, 3A , (April 1966), pp. 433-A59.

Huang concentrates on mortgages for single-family units. The

model related the demand for mortgages to the desired level of cwner-

occupled housing - represented bv income and the ratio of rents to

i-onst met (on costs - the nominal mortgage rate and the change ir. tho

amort I /.at Ion period. The change in the amortization period is assumed

to ri'flc'i-t non-Interest rate credit terms and to correct the measure of

tlie mortgage rate which is a measure of mortgage yield assuming f ix ^d

maturity and prepayment. The change In the amortization period is

estimated to have a psoitive impact on the demand for mortgages.

37 . Huang, n.S. and M.D. McCarthv, "Simulation of the Home Mortgage Market in

the Late Sixties," Review of Economics and Statistics , 69 (November

1967), pp. A41-450.

Simulations with a model verv similar to Huang's "Short Run Flov.'s"

model; demand for mortgages are now disaggregated bv type of financing -

conventional , FHA, VA.

Jairoc, D.M., "An llconomet r ic Model of the Mortgage Market: Estimation

and Simulation," Chapter 5, in Saving s Deposits , Mort ga;-;es and

Res identia l Constructio n, Gramlich and Jaffee (eds) , Lexington;

Heath-Lexington, 1972.

The demand for the stock mortgages is assumed to depend on the

value of the housing stock, the mortgage rate and a corporate bond rate

as a single proxv for other market rates. Jaffee notes that mortgage
funds may be used for other purposes than purchasing a house. He also

notes that other non-rate terms of the contract should, in principle,
affect the demand for mortgages, riif f erential time responses are

allowed for the mortgage demand arising from new construction and the

existing stock. Jaffee's equation is estimated implicitlv following
substitution into a mortgage rate adjustment equation.





V) . KnK-hlirenner, .IJI. "A Model of [hv llouslnR Scctci," In SavlnRB DepcsltP ,

Morlj^^i]jteM_2i'l'l_J^liMiMj_iij^, l''..M. t'r;unl[cii and D.^'. .laffce, eds

.

Lexington, Mohh : Lexin;iton Hocks, 1972.

40. Knlchbrenner , J.H. "A Summary of the Current Financial Intermediair/,

Mortgage and Housing Sectors of the FRR-MIT-Penn Econometric
Model," in National Housing Model s, R.B. Ricks, ed.

Lexington, Mass: Lexington Books, 1973.

41. Kalchbrenner, J.H. "Theoretical and Empirical Specifications of the
Housing Sector," in Ways to Moderate Fluctuations in Housing
Construction, Washington: Federal Reserve Board of Governors,
1972.

The supply of housing services is assumed proportional to the
housing stock. Given the stock, the demand forhousing services, a function
of penriaiient Income and relative prices determines an implicit rental.
Ill is rental, together with a housing cost of capital, determines the
n.ssot prices of the stock. Builders compare their costs with the asset
pricf and tills yields additions to the stock in the form of residential
InvoMimcnt. 'nits aiidltion to the stock drives down the eseet price and
consequently net investment falls. In equilibrium, the housing stock, the
liOMsing price, the cost of capital and construction costs adjust to
steady-state values.

Given the stock, the demand for services function is rewritten
in terms of the implicit rental. Since, in equilibrium, this rental relative
to the price of the stock equals the cost of capital, the rental c^n
be eliminated by substitution. /ji empirically workable redv.ced fom is

obtained by substituting for the asset price of the stock the appropriate
relationship from the supply side.

The model Is estimated quarterly from 1954:4 to 1969:3 in log
linear form by OLS. Separate functions are estimated for single family
plus mobile homes and multlf amlly , basically as outlined above except
for the addition of variable to account for rationing in the mortgage
market. The permanent Income elasticity is constructed to unity.

The m.odel also estimates relationships for total housing
expenditures and the stock. The cost of capital relationship for
single family units is created by assumption about depreciation and
opportunity costs. No cost of capital appears in the multifamily
relationship.

The cost of capital is used only in the single family function
and failed to have approrpiate sign in the multifamily function as it
has been omitted from that specification. Rationing is handled in a

rather ad hoc manner.





4:'. Kalchbrenner, .I.H., "A Sunraiarv of the Current Financial Interziediary, Mort-

gage and Housing Sectors of the 7R3-MIT-Penn Econo-etric Model,"

in Nntjonnl Housing Models , R.R. Ricks (ed) , Lexington: Lexington

l',ooks,~197'J

(Sen- n.M. .l.iffci-) .

4 • Kearl, J. P. and K.T. Rosen. "A Model of Housing Starts, Mortgage Flows,

and the Behavior of the Federal Hose Loan Bank Board and the

Federal National Mortgage Association," Working Paper #27,
Joint Center for Urban Studies, May 1974.

A six equation quarterly simultaneous model is specified
and estimated: demand and supply for starts, demand and supply of

mortgngos and reaction functions for FHLB3 and F:v!-'Ji..

Demand for ssarf.s is found to be strongly related to the

relative price of housing, mortgage interest rates, the loan-to-valu
roi io, and subsidies. Supply of starts is determined by vacancy
rales, prices, construction loan rates and mortgage commitments.

The demand for mortgages depends on housing starts and the

apiead between the mortgage rate and the corporate bond rate.

The authors use three stage least squares over the 1962:^-1972:4

time period.

The research is primarily concerned with the structure of T:P/-k

and FHLBB and their interactions with the mortgage and housing markets.

Both FNMA and FHLBB are found to have strong positive impacts on

mortgage flows even though they do not always behave in an appropriate

counter-cyclical manner.

44. Klaman, S.B., "Effects of Credit and Monetary Policv en Real Estate M^r-cets,"

Journ il of Land Economics . August 1956, pp. 239-249.

45, Klaman, S.B., "The availability of Residential Mortgage Credit," in Committee

on Banking Currencv, Subcommittee on Housing, U.S. Senate, Studv cf

Mortgage Credit , Washington, GPO, 1958.

Interest ceilings on FHA and VA mortgages have intensified the impacts

of monetary policy on the housing sector, and are the primary cause of housing

cycles.





46. Klair.an, S., The Post War Residential Mortgage Market, Princeton University

Press, 1961

47, Klein, L.R. "v Postwar Quarterly Model: Description and Applications,"
Studies in Incoire and Wealth , XXVIII , 1954.

48. Lee, T.H. "Tlie Stack Demand Elasticities of Non-Farm Housing,"
Real I'.state Statistics, 1964, pp. 82-89.

Annual model of housing, 1920-41, using OLS on value of

construction per family. Lee argues that Muth's income elasticity is

biased upward by omission of credit terms. Concludes that incos:s

elasticity less than unity, price elasticity exceeds unity and

demand is strongly related to mortgage costs and down payments.

Price elasticity is near one (-1.07) but the income

elasticity is quite low (.336). Elasticities for loan-to-value variables

(.865) and interest times mortgage length (-.277) are estimated.

49. Lee, 'I'.H. "Demand ror Housing: A Cross Section Analysis," Real

Estate Statistics. 1965, pp. 190-196.

Cross section probability study. Concludes that current
income does not appear important detenninant of probability of buyinj
home. However, age is an important factor in accounting for
price and probability of incurring mortgage debt.

50. Liu, T.C. "An Exploratory Quarterly Econometric Model of Effective
Demand in the Postwar U.S. Economv," Sconometrica, 1963,
pp. 301-48.

A quarterly model is estimated over the 1947:3-1959:4
poriod. Both OLS and TSLS techniques are used, although simulations
are conducted with the OLS estimates. Housing investment is j-.odeled
within a very simple Investment structure, and is functionally
related to corporate bench rates and money supply variables.





51. M.'ilr.cl, S..1. "'I'lic Kffpcts of Monetary Policy on Expenditures in
Sjicilf Ic Seriors of Mie KconoTiiy

,
" Journal of Politica l

licononiy, ].9(->P,, pp.79fi-814.

32. MhIso], S..I. "Non-liuslness Construction," in The Brookings Quarterly
Econometric Model of the United State s, J.S. Duesenberry et

al, eds., Chicago: Rand McNally 6< Co., 1965.

53. Maisel, S..I. "A 'Hicory of Fluctuations in Residentifd Construction
Starts," American Economic Review , 1963, pp. 359-383.

Maisel views cyclical Behairlor in housing as analogous

to inventory cycles. Tliere is an underlying demand, a function of

household formation and removals from the housing stock, which form a

relatively stable equilibrium. Forces imbedded in the construction
process create fluctuations in vacancies and inventories whicn
cause cycles in starts around the underlying basic demand equilibrium.
Starts are influenced by credit through inventories and vacancies
rather than through final demand or through changes in household
formation.

A quarterly '?.odel is estimated over the 1950-6G time period by

OLS. Later articles; extend the estimation period to 1962, thsn from

1953:2-1967:2. In the Brookings work functions for household foi-nation

expenditures and average cost per unit are estimated. Relationships

are postulated for removals and vacancy deviations.

In the most recent article, Maisel includes in five

separate regressions credit variables including mortgage interest

rates, savings flows and FN>IA purchases. He concludes that, at the

the interest elasticity is .55 and credit availability elasticity is .07

54. Maisel, S., Bum'ncai J and Austin, "The Demand for Housing: Couiient,

Real Esca e Statistics, 1971.

Using data on a cross section, the authors found that
grouping observations biased the income elasticity upward by 50%.
lliey argue that the elasticity is consequently closer to .62

(near Less's .7) than 1.0.





55. Mattlla, .I.M. "An Econometric Analysis of Construction," Wlscons:
Commerce Keports , April 1955.

A study of the value of starts from 1920-41. Found that a

composite credit term, mortgage interest divided by the product
of the loan-to-value ratio and the amortization period was not a
significant determinant of the housing demand.

56. McCarthy, M.D. Tht Wharton Quarterly Econometric Forecastin;^ Model ,
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